ABSTRACT. We describe briefly the basic ideas and results of the twistor theory.
I. INTRODUCTION.
The theory of twistors, first initiated by R. Penrose at the end of the sixties, now enjoys a period of rapid development. The increased interest in this theory is explained, mainly, by its applications to solving the fundamental nonlinear equations of theoretical physics, namely Yang-Mills and Einstein-Hilbert equations (YM-and EHequations, for short). The twistor method together with the closely related inverse scattering method have now become the main methods available to construct classical solutions of these equations. In this review we describe briefly the basic ideas and results of the twistor theory.
For a more detailed exposition and further references see [I-3] . It is more convenient to begin with a twistor interpretation of holom0r_p_hoi. It is interesting to note that an analogue of this representation for the ultra- T(CP I) and has an addio-al quaternionic structure. Hitchin [13] used this theorem to construct for every monopole some algebraic curve (called a spectral curve) thus reducing the problem of description of monopoles to the description of such curves. It is interesting to note that a similar construction appeared in the paper by K.
Weirstrass in 1866 dedicated to the minimal surfaces in E The twistor approach (with suitable modifications) can be applied also to the other important classes of solutions of yMoequations (e.g. to the vortices, that is, (anti)-self-dual YM-fields not depending on two variables).
TWISTOR INTERPRETATION OF EH(EINSTEIN-HILBERT)-EQUATIONS.
So far our considerations were related to the flat space-time CM. What 
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